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.as it. .poisons . the:, roots: :of ail."	, administration.
":Corr,nption,;it is, said, is -.often -.difficult to prove, Ml the more reason why there shonldiidt.be the .least hesitation in investigating every matter in" which there is-ground" for complaint. Punishment, too, for corruption should be
'exemplary, theieast- being, dismissal from ^service,. •. .There is,"in this matter :Df\corru^tioii, .one;clear/criterion.which
rcan_be of great assistance in assessing, the possibility or otherwise of its; existence. .Reputation.can be taken as
almost conclusive* It may be said, of an officer who has not that particular fault,-that lie is harsh .or rude or. lazy,, 'but it may be laid down almost as a.rule,that, over a-period,
it will not be said, of;an .officer who is "honest, that he is dishonest. . Consequently, when a strong aroma of corruption has gathered round an officer, very -rarely will it be wrong specially and- thoroughly to investigate his actions, his financial position and the financial position.' of such -of his relatives and close friends as seem to have acquired a somewhat large share of the good things of the world. No such officer should, in any case, be kept in any position of responsibility or influence,
It is not enough for an officer to be honest and impartial* He must also have knowledge* Now, this knowledge must be of two kinds. He must have knowledge of this procedure that is of assistance in the performance of official work, and he must have knowledge of the subjects which he is called upon to deal with. Neither of these can be obtained without training, • Training for the first must be acquired in the •ordinary departments of Government by a period of probation and apprenticeship followed by application to the ordinary work- Training in the particular subject needs more detailed study, and should be enforced in the earlier part of an" officer's career by departmental examinations and later by refresher courses* Thus, :every revenue-officer ought,, at the beginning of.his service^within 6 or -9 months .of joining, to be made.ip pass, a : departmental "examination ir the theory:, and ordinary; application of, the Land' Revenue Code and .the ' other laws that he will have to administer. :'Thw e iti most- States* It would, aba be training both m.&wi in'the^speoai :grabtems x»f the Jxraecafc .years* < J5o, :,taQ u4 -be

